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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: 

i   Question paper comprises four Sections- A, B, C, and D. There are 20 questions in the question paper. All 

questions are compulsory. 

ii.  Section A – Question no.1-13 are of 1 mark each. 

iii. Section B - Question no.14-16 are Short Answer Type Questions, carrying 3marks each.  

iv. Section C- Question no.17-18 are Long Answer Type Questions, carrying 5 marks each. 

 v. Section D- Question no.19 - 20 are Source Based Questions, carrying 4 marks each. 

vi. There is no overall choice in the question paper. However, an internal choice has been provided in few 

questions. Only one of the choices in such questions have to be attempted.  

vii. In addition to this, separate instructions are given with each section and question, wherever necessary. 

SECTION A         ( 13 X 1 =13 Marks ) 

Q1-Write True or False for the given statement:- 

(a)Carbon dioxide traps the energy of the Sun, causing Global Warming.  

OR 

(b)North, South, East and West are the four sub-directions on a map. 

 

Q2-Match the following:- 

1-The Southern end of the earth’s     

axis of rotation is called- 

a)Globe 

 

2-Latitudes- b)PO 

3-Post Office- c)South Pole 

4-A man-made model of the earth- d)Parallels 
 

Now choose the correctly matched option- 

a)1-d,2-c,3-a,4-b   b) 1-b,2-a,3-b,4-c 

c) 1-c, 2-d, 3-b,4-a   d)1-a,2-c,3-d,4-b 



 

Q3-In the question below, there are two statements marked as Assertion (A) and 

Reason (R). Read the statements and choose the correct option. 

Assertion (A): Humidity also plays an important role in changing the 

temperature of a place. 

Reason(R): Greater humidity leads to greater amount of rainfall which 

influences the climate of a place. 

a) Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A. 

b) Both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A. 

c) A is true but R is false. 

                     d) A is false but R is true. 

Q4-  Define scale of a map. 

                      OR 

        Define linear scale. 

Q5- Name the year containing an additional day i.e. 366 days instead of the usual  

          365 days. 

                                         OR 

Name the city which is closer to the equator but experiences moderate type of 

climate. 

Answer the following MCQs by choosing the most appropriate option:   

Q6-There are _______ oceans on the earth. 

a)5      b)  6      c) 4        d)7 

Q7-About _____ percent of the earth’s surface is covered with water. 

a)70         b)71          c)72          d)73 

Q8-______ denotes water bodies like oceans, seas, rivers, lakes etc. 

a)Yellow       b)Red         c)Green       d)Blue 

Q9-_______ maps show the political boundaries of different countries. 

a)Climate      b)Road     c)Political      d)State 

Q10-The earth completes one rotation in _______. 

a)26 hours    b)365 days    c)366 days      d)24 hours 



Q11-_______ is the region between the Arctic Circle and the North Pole in the Northern 

Hemisphere and the region between the Antarctic Circle and the South Pole in the 

Southern Hemisphere and remains covered with the snow throughout the year. 

a) Torrid Zone    b) Frigid Zone    c) Temperate Zone   d) Moderate Zone 

 

Fill in the blanks: 

Q12- The  1800  meridian is called the _________. 

Q13- If you look at a map, to your right is the _______. 

SECTION B                (3 X 3 = 9 Marks) 

Short answer questions:- 

Q14-What is Grid? How is it helpful? 

Q15-What do you understand by a map? What are the different types of maps? 

                                      OR 

How can colours be used to represent various physical features on a map? 

Q16- What is Global Warming? 

                          OR 

Explain the concept of a leap year. 

SECTION   C             (2 x 5 = 10 Marks ) 

Long Answer questions:- 

Q17- What are latitudes? List the features of latitudes. 

                                    OR 

   What are the two ways in which the earth moves? Distinguish between the two. 

Q18- What are heat zones? Explain the three heat zones in brief.  

                                      OR 

Explain the terms: -  (a) Atmosphere    (b) Equator  (c) Cartographer 

SECTION D                 (2 X 4 = 8 Marks) 

Read the source given below and answer the questions that follows:  

Q19-Many years ago, people firmly believed that the earth is flat or shaped like a disk. 

They were so sure of this fact that they did not go to far off places due to the fear of 

falling off the edges. At this time, Ferdinand Magellan, a Portuguese sailor with 240 

crew members and five ships, set sail to prove that the earth is round. He sailed due 



west and kept sailing in the same direction. After sailing for three years, his crew 

returned to the same place from where they had started, thus proving that the earth is 

spherical. The shape of the earth is like an orange. It is slightly flat at the poles and 

bulges out near the center. 

Answer the following questions by choosing the correct option: 

19.1-Ferdinand Magellan was a _____ sailor. 

a) Spanish       b) English     c) Portuguese       d) Indian 

19.2-Ferdinand Magellan wanted to prove that the earth is _____. 

a) Square       b) round        c) triangle      d) flat 

19.3-For how many years did they sail? 

a)Three      b)Two       c)Four       d)Five 

19.4-Many years ago, people firmly believed that the earth is _______. 

a)round      b)flat     c)circle      d)square 
 

Q20- The movement of the earth around the Sun in a fixed path is called revolution. 

The fixed path that the earth moves in, is referred to as its orbit. The orbit of the earth 

is not circular .It is elliptical in shape .The earth completes one revolution in 1 year. (1 

year=365 days).We have studied that the axis, about which the earth rotates, is tilted at 

an angle of   23
1

2

0
 . The tilt of the axis of rotation, and the revolution of the earth around 

the sun in an elliptical path causes seasons. 

Answer the following questions by choosing the correct option: 

20.1-The orbit of the earth is _______ in shape. 

a) circular      b)elliptical     c)square       d)triangular 

20.2-The axis of the earth is tilted at an angle of ______. 

a)   24
1

2

0
  b)    25
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  c)    23
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20.3-The earth completes one revolution in _____days. 

a) 365        b)367        c)364         d)24 

20.4-The earth rotates on its ______. 

a)grid        b)latitude       c)longitude     d)axis 

  

                     ************************* 


